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Abstract
Introduction and aim:
Assessment in Medical Education holds the crucial point to get the objective results of the learning
process. Evaluation of general knowledge and practical skills in Basic Undergraduate Medical
Disciplines (BUMDs) can be performed by Objectively Structured Practical Exam (OSPE), still most of
the Georgian Medical High Education Institutions prefer Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs).

Research methodology:
We organized the trial OSPEs and ordinary MCQs for 1st and 2nd year 75 students in Anatomy,
Microbiology, Histology and Systemic Pathology. Also, we developed the questionnaire for students to
reveal the characteristics of OSPE comparing to MCQs. Pearson’s Correlation coefficient and
Cronbach's Alpha value were calculated using SPSS Statistics.

Results and implications:
Pearson’s Correlation coefficient showed HIGH correlation between the OSPE “PASS” and MCQ
“PASS” rates. The Questionnaire showed that comparing to MCQ, OSPE is more difficult, more
stressful but fairer, more objective and students show up more knowledge and skills. Internal
Consistency for Cronbach's alpha for the questionnaire was defined as GOOD.

Conclusion:
The HIGH correlation between OSPE/MCQ “PASS” indicates that starting OSPEs in BUMDs does
NOT affect the students’ success rate to pass the exam, instead it will increase the motivation,
focusing, concentration and depth of the students’ knowledge as well as the ability to use the
theoretical knowledge in practical tasks. OSPE revealed to be the trustful and reliable method in Tbilisi
Medical Academy to evaluate medical students’ real general knowledge and abilities. Such type of the
evaluation starts making the medical student ready for clinical tasks and procedures from the initial
level of medical education.
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Introduction and Aims

Assessment in Medical Education holds the crutial point to get the objective results of the learning
process. Medicine is the part of the science that requires logical, intuitive, laconic and precise thinking
as well as ethical, moral and social aspects comparing to other disciplines. This is the reason that
evaluation of medical general theoretical knowledge is not enough to find out the real abilities of
medical student.
Most of the Georgian Medical High Education Institutions generally use MCQs (Multiple Choice
Questions) for evaluation of the general knowledge in Basic Undergraduate Medical Disciplines
(BUMD), including Anatomy, Histology, Microbiology and Pathology.
Nowadays medicine requires not only general medical knowledge but possession of practicle and
clinical skills. Evaluation of the practical and clinical skills can be performed using various types of the
exams, including the Clinical Evaluation Exercise (CEX) [1], Mini-Clinical Evaluation Exercise (mCEX)
[2], Entrustable Professional Activities (EPA) [3], Directly Observed Procedural Skills (DOPS) [3],
portfolios [4], etc. The evaluation of the practical and clinical skills is more valuable to be performed by
Objectively Structured Exams, such as Objectively Structured Practical Exam (OSPE) [5] and
Objectively Structured Clinical Exam (OSCE) [6]. Since its introduction to the medical curriculum in
1975 [7], the OSCE has been successfully implemented around the world as an assessment tool in a
wide variety of subjects [5] [8], and such type of the exams became the choice of most leading Medical
Schools to evaluate the students medical abilities.
Evaluation of Clinical Aspect for 1st and 2nd year students doesn’t guarantee the objective results, as
medical student integration in clinics requires some period and experience. Most important issue is to
make the student ready for clinical tasks and procedures on initial level of medical education. That
issue requires learning of practicle skills in BUMDs (making organ section, usage of the microscope,
making histopathological tissue samples, harvesting bacterial colonies, centrifugation of blood sample
etc.). That kind of practicle skills can be defined as the basis of future clinical thinking. We do think that
the one choice for the evaluation of Practical Skills is OSPE.
The objective structural practical examination (OSPE) is a timed examination that assesses
topographical and/or applied knowledge of anatomy with the use of cadaveric resources and medical
images [9]. For OSPEs in Histology, Systemic Pathology and Microbiology we used the model of
Anatomy OSPE exam, just instead of the macroanatomic preparations, we used the microscopical
slides of normal and pathological tissue and bacterial cultures.
The research is aimed at comparision of the MCQ and OSPE descriptive and quantitative analysis to
reveal the advantage and disadvantage of OSPEs in Anatomy, Histology, Pathology and Microbiology.
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Research Methodology

We organized the trial OSPEs and normal MCQs for 1st and 2nd year students in Anatomy,
Microbiology, Histology and Systemic Pathology. Also, we compiled the questionaire for students to
reveal the characteristics of OSPE comparing to MCQs. Pearson’s Correlation coefficient and value of
Cronbach's alpha were calculated using SPSS Statistics.
Each OSPE exam consisted of 4 stations, including Clinical Case Review, Blitz Questions,
Slideshow of different images/schemes and Practical Skills. The last one was the basic practicle
station for all disciplines:


Anatomy Practical Skills Station was designed to examine the student’s ability to figure out
anatomic structures on real organ. As soon as Georgian Constitution and Ethical Commetttee
do not allow to use human organs and cadavers for anatomy learning, we prefered to use the






internal organs of calf, cow and pig, like heart, aort, treachea, bronchii, kidneys and eyes to
show the medical students approximately simillar macroanatomic structures (little differences in
sizes of organs and few anatomic structures). These organs were conserved in special
hypertonic solution containing harmless substances (NO formalin). For musculosceletal system
we better to use anatomic manikins with landmarks. Medical students had a chance to write the
answers on questions according the real organs or anatomic manikins, with landmarks on them.
Histology Practical Skills Station included the usage of microscope and tissue
micropreparations. The microscopy skills and tissue identification were the main tasks for the
station.
Pathology Practical Skills Station was almost simillar then Histology one, just instead of the
normal tissue micropreparations pathologic ones were used.
Microbiology Practical Skills Station focused to identify the bacterial colonies in hermetic
container, also included the micropreparations of the bacterial sample to be diagnosed in
microscope.

The time for each station was 5 minutes and 1 additional minute for logistics. Each station was
equipped with video monitoring cameras and reccording system, to superwise the student during the
exam. The students had their personal Answer Paper, where they could write the answer on the
questions they could find in the stations. In the end of the exam the students were asked to give us
written feedback and fill structured questionnaire for descriptive analysis.
After the OSPE exam the students had to write the MCQ exam in the same disciplines.
75 students took part in the exams and we also calculated the PASS and FAIL ratio for OSPE and
MCQ, for comparative analysis.
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Results and Implications

The general opinion of the students about the OSPE was possitive, even they admitted that they had
better possibility to express their knowledge and skills during OSPE comparing to the MCQs.
General Statistic data shows that almost 31% and 44% of the students FAILed during OSPE and
MCQs respectively (Fig.1).

Fig.1. PASS and FAIL Rate of the students during OSPE and MCQ

The Pearson’s Correlation Coefficielnt showed the HIGH correlation (Coefficient = 0.7, P<0.05) in
OSPE and MCQ pass rates. It means that students can pass both exams with almost the same
efficiency and the difficulty of the exams were almost same (Fig.2).

Fig.2. Pearson Correlation for MCQ and OSPE pass and fail rates.
The quastionnaire comparative analysis OSPE vs MCQ revealed (Fig.3):





OSPE is more difficult compared to MCQ.
OSPE is more fair compared to MCQ.
OSPE is more stressful compared to MCQ.
Student can show up more knowledge and skills during OSPE compared to MCQ.

Internal consistency of Cronbach’s Alpha was 0.81, that can be defined GOOD and means that the
results are reliable.

Fig.3. Questionnaire results OSPE vs MCQ.
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Conclusion

The HIGH correlation between OSPE/MCQ “PASS” inidcates that starting OSPEs in BUMDs does
NOT affect the students’ success rate to pass the exam, instead it will increase the motivation,
focusing, concentration and depth of the students’ knowledge as well as the ability to use the
theoretical knowledge in practicle tasks.
The fact that students discuss OSPE more difficult and stressful exam, is also positive, thus we do
believe that future doctor should be ready for the stressful and extreme situations. The limited time,
practical skills, clinical thinking and usage of theoretical knowledge at the same time can give medical
student the valuable skills for future clinical practice.
OSPE is revealed to be the trustful and reliable method in Tbilisi Medical Academy to evaluate medical
students’ real general knowledge and abilities. Such type of the evaluation starts making the medical
student ready for clinical tasks and procedures from the initial level of medical education.
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